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While recalling the pleasant, though sometimes scandalous memories to S.Florida
(circa 1976), I seem to remember that the largest attractions were 1) the sun,
.: 2) the beaches and 3) the strip (Where the .Boys Are) and not necessarily in that
order. Well, much has changed since then. O.K., . the sun is still here, the beache
are still here but, my-oh-my how the strip has changed. The appropriate out-ofseason title should read "Where the Boys Were". How does one deal with city ordinances nowadays anyway?
Actually, when I say that S.Florida has changed it certainly does NOT mean for
the worse! This lovely part of the country holds its own and does so rather nicely. Just look around and you '11 notice dozens of new "let's go to ••. " nightclubs
hundreds of "let's go eat at ••• " restaurants and millions of "isn't he/she
gorgeous ••• "faces · that fill them. All of which enhance the charm that S.Florida
always had.
So where does a newly-arrived entertainment editor begin?? I thought ·I miqht star
with one of S.Florida's finest restaurants that features a pleasing v~riety of
delicious international cuisine, La Vielle Maison (located at 770 East Palmetto
Park Road in Boca Raton).
I realize that this is not the sort of place that most college students can rush
off to every time the pangs of hunger pang, but, since the holidays are just
around the corner, La Vielle Maison could prove to be the ideal place for a
thoughtful beau to take his special lady for an unforgettable evening of elegance
and first class dining.
Upon entering the discreetly marked entryway, there are (as the British would
say) simply marvelous gentlemen that valet park your car and guide you inside
this tastefully quaint restored home. The first thing I noticed was the luxurious
yet subtle furnishings-~ French, English and Italian antiques, fresh floral arrangements, imported glazed tiles. If it were ·not for _the maitre'de and other
pleasant personell you might have to be reminded that this is a restaurant and
not the home of a European aristocrat.
Each table ls in a strategf~ally intimate location where one can only hear the
·
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